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From Stratum Culture to National
Culture : Integration Processes and
National Resignification in 19th

century Plovdiv

Andreas Lyberatos

1 In  April  1850,  a  group  of  notables  of  Bulgarian  descent  addressed  a  letter  to  the

Orthodox  archbishop  and  their  fellow  Orthodox  citizens  of Plovdiv  (in  Greek

Philippoupolis,  in  Turkish  Filibe)  demanding  the  introduction  of  the  teaching  of

Bulgarian language in the central high school of the city. Bulgarian was the language

spoken by the overwhelming majority of the rural Orthodox population of Plovdiv’s

hinterland and its teaching was, they argued, equally important to that of Ottoman

Turkish (the language of the administration) and certainly more important than that of

French, the two languages specially taught in the high school apart of Greek, the main

language of  instruction.  On the one hand,  as  they argumented,  the  Greek-speaking

inhabitants  of  a  city  « lively  because  of  its  trade »  would  benefit  greatly  from  the

knowledge of Bulgarian in their commercial contacts with the hinterland. On the other,

the notables of the prospering Bulgarian villages of the countryside would be content

to  send  their  children  to  nearby  Plovdiv  to  learn  their  Slavic  language,  instead  of

sending them abroad, where they would spend much more money and run the danger

to  have  their  mores  “changed” and become “alien”  to  their  fatherland1.  While  the

latter,  political  part  of  the  argument,  alluding  to  the  increasing  Russian  influence

among the Ottoman Slavs, points to the importance and international dimensions of a

matter that seemed at first place a local one, the former, economic part of it, points to

the dynamics of regional integration which provided the ground for this remarkable

claim for cultural integration between the city of Plovdiv and its countryside.

2 Integration  processes  lie  at  the  heart  of  Norbert Elias’s  nonfunctionalist  and

nonteleological conception of nation-state formation2. These processes do not usually

run smoothly and untroubled ;  neither have a guaranteed integrative outcome. The
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spurts, Elias argued, towards greater interdependence, towards closer integration of

human groups previously independent or less dependent,  normally run « through a

series of integration tensions and conflicts, of balance of power struggles which are not

accidental but structural concomitants of these spurts »3. The letter of the Bulgarian

notables  referred to  one  of  those  integration conflicts,  albeit  one  with  an adverse,

disintegrative  outcome.  Their  demand  was  declined  by  the  majority  of  the  Greek-

speaking  notables  of  Plovdiv  and  they  consequently  decided  to  establish  the  first

Bulgarian  high  school  in  the  city,  a  major  urban  centre  of  northern  Thrace.  The

establishment of the new school was, in turn, the first serious step towards the break-

up of the Orthodox community of Plovdiv along national lines effected a decade later

(1861)  after  a  protracted  and  violent  struggle  concerning  the  introduction  of the

Bulgarian language in divine liturgy and the control of the city’s churches by the rival

national  parties4.  Its  significance,  moreover,  transcended  the  local  level,  as  it

occasioned the first  public  confrontation,  in  the pages of  the Constantinople  press,

between the two rival Balkan nationalist discourses. 

3 The temporal priority of this episode within the overall  Greek-Bulgarian nationalist

rivalry  in  the  Ottoman Balkans  constitutes  an adequate  — but  not  the  only  one —

reason to examine it more closely. Several of its features give it the appearance of a

matrix of this rivalry ; features related not only to its political and cultural parameters

but also to the integration processes noted above which enabled it. Therefore, before

proceeding to the analysis of this model discursive clash, before meeting its agents,

unravelling their arguments and following the reception they found, we will  briefly

sketch the social prehistory of the conflict.

 

The reversal of integration dynamics 

4 The transformation of the city of Filibe (Plovdiv) from a medium-sized provincial town,

heavily dependent on its fertile agricultural hinterland, as travelers depict it during the

first  centuries  of  Ottoman rule5,  to  one  of  the  most  significant  manufacturing  and

commercial centers of the Ottoman Balkans in the 18th and early 19 th centuries was

related  to  the  dynamic  osmosis  of  long-distance  trade  and  local  woolen  cloth

manufacturing6. The expansion of trade between the Ottoman lands and Central Europe

during  the  18th century  benefited  considerably  to  cities  such  as  the  ancient

Philippoupolis, situated on the Roman Via Militaris, the main axis connecting Istanbul to

Sofia,  Belgrade and Vienna7.  Yet,  it  was the eastern trade and the above-mentioned

osmosis of trade and manufacture which accounted for the economic boom of the city :

the  famous  aba of  Plovdiv,  a  kind  of  coarse  woolen  cloth,  and  the  şayak,  its  finer

variation, were traded from Vienna in the West to the Anatolian and Middle Eastern

provinces of the Ottoman Empire in the East, and as far as Indian Calcutta, where a

thriving Greek Orthodox merchant community was established in the 18th century8. 

5 The dynamic economic development of the city during the 17th and 18th centuries, the

new opportunities and the concomitant tensions it generated among its predominantly

non-Muslim  agents  were  “contained”  and  managed  within  the  political  and

institutional  framework  of  the  Ottoman  ancien  régime.  The  peculiarities  of  this

framework,  first  and  foremost  the  strength  of  the  urban  guilds,  the  support  they

received as instruments of economic and social control from the Ottoman state and its

local  agents,  and  the  pivotal  role  they  played  in  regulating  the  spheres  of  both
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production and distribution, enabled the endurance of a particular social and spatial

division of labor and balance of power until the demise of the Ottoman ancien régime

during the first decades of the 19th century9. On the one hand, the thriving guilds of

Plovdiv, especially that of the aba cloth makers, functioned as poles of attraction for

rural artisans and apprentices, a trend that acquired further momentum during the

period  of decentralization  (1780-1810)  and  the  Kırcalı raids,  which  caused  the

destruction of many of Plovdiv’s hinterland settlements10.  They, moreover, managed

throughout the period to control the potential antagonism of rural industry and keep

the guilds of the lesser settlements in a subordinate position. On the other hand, the

urban  guilds  functioned  as  loci  of  gradual  social  ascent,  transition  –  in  the  most

successful  cases  –  to  the world of  big  trade and acculturation to  its  Greek culture,

dominant within the Orthodox millet of the Ottoman Empire11.

6 Much has been written on the mounting influence and integrative role of the Greek

language  and  culture  within  the  Orthodox  millet  of  the  late  Ottoman  Empire  and

several important contributions have traced its main social and political parameters12.

Alongside  the  commercial  networks  of  the  “conquering  Orthodox  merchant”  using

Greek  as  their  lingua  franca and  the  networks  of  the  Orthodox  Church  of

Constantinople, which was reinvigorated during the 18th century, recent research has

stressed  the  importance  of  the  direct  participation  of  Christian  Constantinopolitan

elites in  Ottoman  governance  for  the  enhancement  of  the  integrative  power  and

hegemonic  appeal  of  the  Greek language and culture  for  the  multiethnic  Orthodox

subjects of the sultan13.  The ascendancy of the Phanariots to the governance of the

semi-autonomous Danubian Principalities in early 18th century offered Greek language

and culture the air of a “court culture”, much more “real” than the substitute offered

hitherto by the ecclesiastical court of the Constantinople Patriarchate, although it was

inextricably  intertwined with  it.  It  was,  in  this  way,  enhancing  its  symbolic  power

potential  and  distinction  capacity.  Being  formally  distinct,  the  above-mentioned

“Greek-cultured” socioeconomic, ecclesiastical and political patronage networks were

in  reality  interlinked,  to  a  degree  and  with implications  that  have  not  yet  been

empirically reconstituted adequately, nor theoretically appraised14. 

7 The vantage point of a major provincial centre, such as 18th century Plovdiv, provides a

simpler and clearer version of these interrelations and lucidly reveals the specific role

ascribed to Greek language and culture, as distinctive of a ruling stratum within the

Orthodox millet that was essentially premodern in its social outlook and ideology. This

stratum  consisted  in  Plovdiv  of  a  handful  of  notable  families  claiming  aristocratic

descent and bearing the Ottoman title çelebi15. The available sources reveal adequately

the sociopolitical  profile  of  these “provincial  Phanariots”:  they were geographically

mobile, active in the long-distance trade networks from central Europe and the western

Mediterranean to the Middle East and India, enjoying high-standing “friendships” and

protection in both the Ottoman and Orthodox establishments of the empire. This quasi-

aristocratic  lay  elite  formed,  along with  the  higher  clerics,  a  mixed council,  which

governed the Orthodox community of Plovdiv “aristocratically”, i.e. hereditarily, under

the leadership of the local archbishop16. Both clerical and lay members of the council

bore the titles  of  the old Byzantine nomenclature of  the offikialioi  (logothetis, rhetor ,

ostiarios, sakellarios , sakellion ,  etc.).  Apart  from  the  crucial  role  of  the  church  in

sanctioning their  supremacy,  their  “nobility”  was stated and reproduced in  several

symbolic ways :  the çelebis wore special hats (kalpak) to distinguish themselves from

other categories of the population, they used the Greek language and brought up their
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male and female children in Greek culture and refined manners17. The latter, i.e. the

greatly sought-after ladies bearing the title kokkona18 provided – through marriage –

successful entrepreneurs of an artisanal background with a route into this world of

privilege19. 

8 Alongside  these  rather  few  and  exceptional  individual  social  trajectories  and

infiltrations of people of “humble origin” into the ruling stratum of the Rum millet, the

major  development  in  the  18th-century  social  landscape  of  the  city  of  Plovdiv  was,

contrapuntally,  the  impressive  enhancement  of  the  collective  power  of  the  guilds

which  put  them  at  the  beginning  of  the  19th century  in  a  position  to  break  the

monopoly of  the çelebis in  the communal  government.  This  seminal  change for the

history  of  the  city  was  effected  in  1817  after  a  three-year  long  struggle  which

culminated in an unprecedented mobilization of the rank and file of the guilds which

brought down the pro-çelebi Archbishop Ioannikios. The abolishment of the hereditary

“aristocratic” system of community government was not followed by an equally abrupt

discrediting  of  the  çelebis’  cultural  “paradigm”,  which retained,  as  we shall  see,  its

influence in local society. What is, nevertheless, more important in respect with this

change,  is  that  the  victory  of  the  urban guilds  and their  ascent  to  communal  rule

marked the peak of their power, which soon started to decline in the face of sweeping

political and socioeconomic transformations20. 

9 The prolonged agony of the Ottoman ancien régime in the period of decentralization

(1780s-1810s) discharged itself in the successive reorganization efforts of the Sultans

Selim  III  and  Mahmud  II.  The  latter’s  successful  “absolutist  modernization”21,  its

milestone being the abolition of the Janissary corps and the creation of a standing army

(1826)  and  its  cornerstone  the  administrative  reform  and  centralization  which

undermined the influence of local power actors (ayans)22, was followed at the end of the

1830s  by  the  proclamation  of  the  Tanzimat  reforms,  which  initiated  the  efforts  of

Ottoman  rulers  to  incorporate  within  an  “Ottomanist”  ideological  framework  the

potentially subversive elements of Ottoman society by guaranteeing the equality of the

sultan’s  subjects,  irrespective  of  religious  affiliation,  and  introducing  more

representative  forms  of  government23.  These  major  political  developments  and

ruptures were accompanied by profound socioeconomic transformations related to the

collapse of the so-called “command economy”, i.e. the authoritative intervention and

regulation of  economic activity by the state.  The abolition of  state monopolies  and

export  prohibitions and the opening of  the Ottoman market to the world economy

sanctioned by the free trade treaties of the late 1830s (initiated with the 1838 Anglo-

Ottoman  trade  treaty)  led  to  the  disruption  of  local  subsistence  economies,

revolutionized the productive capacities of  the Ottoman countryside and drastically

undermined corporate interests defended in the past by the Ottoman state and its local

agents24.

10 The  coming  of  the  “age  of  capital  and  reforms”  in  the  Ottoman  Empire,  roughly

sketched here,  produced significant  changes in both the city  and the hinterland of

Plovdiv and ushered contradictory processes which disturbed the dynamic equilibrium

between  them.  If  until  the  first  decades  of  the  19th century,  the  city  of  Plovdiv

controlled and contained the economic development of the region, being the pole of

attraction for material and human resources from the countryside, the unprecedented

economic blossoming of Plovdiv’s countryside during the Tanzimat period produced

reverse, centrifugal trends. This blossoming had two complementary faces : alongside
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the growth of the agricultural export trade of the fertile northern Thracian plain —

which gave soon rise to small but dynamic merchant strata in the lesser urban centres

in Plovdiv’s periphery (Stara Zagora, Čirpan, Haskovo)25 — the major development was

the  protoindustrial  boom  of  the  woollen  industry  in  the  mountain  settlements

surrounding Plovdiv, several of which (Koprivštica, Karlovo, Kalofer, Kleisoura, Sopot)

were turned, in an astonishingly short period of time, from villages into small towns,

taking the lead from the city’s moribund textile industry and challenging the control

by Plovdiv’s entrepreneurs over the supplies to the new standing army, the state and

the expanding market of the capital26.  During the 1820s-1840s,  powerful notables of

Bulgarian descent, coming from these “rural” towns and reaching prominence through

networks involved in sheep-breeding, state and army supplies, animal tax-farming and

the woollen industry, infiltrated the Greek cultured elite of the Rum millet of Plovdiv

and  gradually  assumed  the  representation  of  the  interests  of  the  up  and  coming

hinterland  in  the  provincial  capital27.  The  centrifugal  trends  in  the  economy  were

combined and counterbalanced by centripetal trends in what concerned the extension,

during the Tanzimat period, of the administrative, judicial and fiscal power and scope

of Plovdiv over a significantly enlarged territory (sancak). These contradictory political

and socioeconomic developments ushered in combined and interdependent processes

of both spatial (regional) and social (strata) integration, signifying not only a greater

interdependence, but also important shifts in the balance of power, which resulted, in a

period  of  political  instability  and  popular  mobilization,  in  a  fierce  and  protracted

struggle within the Orthodox community of Plovdiv28.  The Bulgarian school dispute,

which broke out in the middle of the 19th century,  constitutes an early and crucial

moment in this struggle. 

 

The agents of the confrontation

11 The  dispute  was  aired  in  the  Greek  and  Bulgarian  newspapers  of  Constantinople,

Tilegrafos  tou  Vosporou  (The  Bosporus  Telegraph)  and  Tsarigradski  Vestnik

(Constantinople Gazette), respectively29. The authors of the articles and agents of the

confrontation,  Georgios  Tsoukalas  and  Najden  Gerov,  were  both  well-educated

intellectuals who settled in Plovdiv initially as teachers, albeit at different times : the

former in the early 1830s and the latter in the early 1850s30. In all probability, the two

men first met in Plovdiv in 1834, at a time when Tsoukalas was the schoolmaster at the

central  high  school  and  Gerov  an  incoming  pupil  from  the  mountain  village  of

Koprivshtitsa.  Unfortunately,  no record has been left  of  this  first  encounter,  which

certainly did not prevent Gerov from taking a different course from that of his teacher.

At  this  stage,  it  is  worth  considering  at  some  length  their  diverse  but  equally

interesting intellectual and life trajectories, which were characteristic of their time. 

12 Crucial for the ideological formation of Tsoukalas, a native of the Ionian island of Zante

(present-day  Zakynthos),  was  his  attending  the  Ionian  Academy  of  Lord  Guilford,

founded in 1824 in Corfu, the capital of the British protectorate of the Ionian Islands.

Tsoukalas was among the first students of the academy, taking his degree in theology in

182831. Among the teaching staff of the academy were several distinguished and radical

figures of the Neo-Hellenic Enlightenment, heralds of the liberating force of education

and  human  reason32.  Nevertheless,  the  classicist  atmosphere  in  this  first  Greek

university, its founder’s worship of antiquity and the introduction of rituals and strict
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discipline after the model of British universities, led to the appearance of features of

scholasticism and linguistic fetishism which undermined the very agenda of the Neo-

Hellenic  Enlightenment.  Professors  and  students  of  the  academy,  following  Lord

Guilford himself, were compulsorily dressed in ancient Greek-style robes and mantles.

Moreover, learning of the Greek language in its typical form, its grammar, etymology

and syntax, formed the core of the teaching program, and its mastery was considered

the  prerequisite  for  all  knowledge  and  the  symbol  of  personal  achievement33.  An

interesting parameter which could, to a certain extent, account for the development of

this near-obsessive insistence on the cultivation of the purified, archaic form of the

Greek language, was the “planting” of the academy into a social environment where

the Christian Orthodox elite was in the habit of using Italian as a symbol of nobility.

The gentlemen of the city reacted against the establishment of the academy and the

most learned among them disputed the knowledge of these “alien” teachers who came

to Corfu to teach in the language di villani, i.e. the language of the peasants, as they

named pejoratively the Greek34.  In these circumstances, it seems that only the great

ancient classics could match “the beautiful language of Dante and Petrarch”, adored by

Corfu’s  nobility.  The  inaugural  address  to  the  students  of  the  academy  stated  this

clearly : « The souls of Homer, Plato, Demosthenes and Xenophon are here, staring at

you »35.

13 From this classicist academic environment, and after spending some time in liberated

Greece, where he worked as a schoolteacher, Tsoukalas moved to Plovdiv, assuming in

1832 the position of schoolmaster in the central high school of the city36. As we have

seen above, the attitude of local society towards the Greek language and its cultivation

was, in Plovdiv and in most urban centers of the Ottoman Empire, the very opposite of

the pejorative stance Tsoukalas had encountered in Corfu. The esteem accompanying

the Greek language as a mark of social status, both among the declining quasi-nobility

of  the  çelebis and  those  who  were  advancing  socially  and  succeeding  them  in  the

government  of  the  community,  guaranteed  that  the  new  schoolmaster,  with  the

authority his Greek university education offered him, would be well received by the

ruling  circles  of  the  community.  Indeed,  Tsoukalas  was  readily  accepted  into  the

notable  circles  and  married  to  a  well-to-do  kokkona,  granddaughter  of  the  once

powerful çelebi  Mihalaki  Kyrou37.  Moreover,  the trust  and authority  he commanded

among  the  notables  allowed  him  to  embark,  without  any  delay,  on  a  program  of

reorganization of the educational and ecclesiastical matters, applying novel (for the

community, at least), British-style disciplinary measures and addressing new needs and

demands38. Two years after his arrival in Plovdiv, the demand for community-organized

primary education was met with the establishment of the first Greek primary school in

the city (1834) thanks to the generous donation of Voulko Kurtovich Chalikov, a notable

of Bulgarian descent39. The following year, and thanks to the financial support of the

notables and the guilds of the city, Tsoukalas published in Constantinople a Grammar of

the Ancient Greek Language, a work intended for the use of the pupils of the new school.

As the theologian Tsoukalas explains in the foreword, he undertook this task, which

was  unusual  given  his  competences,  because  the  pupils  « needed  a  simple  and

instructive grammar, since they lack their Greek mother tongue for incomprehensible

reasons, as well as due to the proximity of Lower Moesia [northern Bulgaria] »40. The

“defective” Hellenism on the part of Plovdiv’s youth and the linguistic diversity and the

use of Bulgarian in the city, justified the role Tsoukalas reserved for himself, being one

of the first representatives – before the organized intervention of the Greek nation-
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state  and  its  apparatuses  –  of  a  new  type  of  intellectual :  the  university-educated

“missionary of Hellenism” in the Ottoman East41. Despite the initial approval Tsoukalas

enjoyed in Plovdiv, he very soon found himself in conflict with the local notables, some

of whom were of Bulgarian descent, and was eventually dismissed42. According to his

opponents, this development should be attributed to Tsoukalas’ arrogant, greedy and

intrigue-seeking character43. Be it as it may, Tsoukalas obviously failed to adequately

manage his cultural  capital,  and his Hellenizing mission ended ingloriously.  After a

brief and equally eventful stay as a teacher in Sliven44, he returned to Plovdiv, where he

embarked on a career in business, leaving the teaching profession for good45. 

14 Following  quite  a  different  intellectual  trajectory  and  becoming  one  of  the  most

important intellectuals and educationalists of the Bulgarian National Revival, Najden

Gerov  (1823-1900)  shared,  nevertheless,  an  important  trait  with  his  rival.  Like

Tsoukalas,  he  too  was  one  of  the  first  university-educated  apostles  of  a  national

ideology in the Ottoman Empire of the Tanzimat reforms46.  Born in Koprivshtitsa, a

large, prosperous mountain village of the district of Plovdiv, Gerov studied in Plovdiv’s

Greek central high school and then returned to his native village, where he was taught

by the famous Neofit Rilski, « the patriarch of Bulgarian writers and educationalists »,

as Konstantin Jireček labeled him47.  In 1839, Gerov left his home village for Odessa,

where he studied administrative and economic sciences at the Richelieu Lyceum (later

the Imperial Novorossijski University),  being one of the first Bulgarians to graduate

from a Russian university. The small circle of rich Bulgarian merchants living at that

time in Odessa constituted the first  nucleus of  a  new current  of  modern Bulgarian

intelligentsia with a Russophile panslavist orientation48. While Neofit Rilski represented

a generation of Greek-educated Bulgarian intellectuals who believed that the path of

the Bulgarian people towards Enlightened Europe passed through Greek language and

education, his disciple Gerov represented a new generation of intellectuals that did not

oscillate in the same way : they were directly oriented towards one of the Great Powers

– Russia49.

15 The life and action of Vassil Aprilov, the leading figure among Odessan Bulgarians at

the time of Gerov’s stay there, furnishes a very interesting example of this important

intellectual shift. Married to a kokkona from Plovdiv, Aprilov studied in Moscow, Braşov

and Vienna before settling in Odessa in 1811. There he became trustee of the city’s

Greek schools and later contributed generously to the preparation of the Greek War of

Independence50. Influenced by the work of the pioneer Ukrainian Slavist and historian

of the Bulgarians Yuri Venelin51, in early 1830 Aprilov abandoned his Greek sympathies

and assumed a leading role in the organization of  the modern Bulgarian education

system, attracting and patronizing Bulgarian students in Russia and organizing and

financing the first modern Bulgarian school in his native Gabrovo. In his seminal work

Morning Star of Modern Bulgarian Education (1841), Aprilov argues for the Slavic origin of

the Bulgarian people, even of the so-called proto-Bulgarians of Khan Asparukh, and

condemns  as  “pure  graecomania”  the  views  of  Bulgarian  intellectuals  like  Rajno

Popovich  who  supported  the  teaching  of  the  Greek language  in  the  developing

Bulgarian school network. He accused the Orthodox clergy in the Ottoman Empire of

planning the “hellenization” of the Bulgarians, evokes the arguments of Jakob Philipp

Fallmerayer  for  the  multitude  and  strength  of  the  Slavic  race,  rejected  the

characterization of Byzantium as a Greek empire, etc.52. Despite the fact that Gerov was

quite critical of Aprilov, whom he considered as selfish, domineering and vainglorious,
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he was obviously influenced by him, as  he shared with him some basic  beliefs  and

reproduced several of his arguments53.

16 Living and studying in the Russophile romantic nationalist atmosphere of the Bulgarian

émigrés in Odessa, Gerov developed close relations with representatives of the Russian

state and ecclesiastical elite, undertook translations of Russian works into Bulgarian

and, in publishing pamphlets, took an active part in the emerging discussions on the

appropriate form that a standard modern Bulgarian language should take54. By the time

of his graduation, and despite being only 23 years of age, he had already acquired in

Bulgaria the fame of a learned man. Thus, returning in Bulgaria, and after a two-year

term  teaching  in  his  home  village,  where  he  organized  one  of  the  first  Bulgarian

intermediary (klasni) schools, he was invited by the Bulgarian notables of Plovdiv to

organize  and  direct  the  city’s  newly  established  (1850)  Bulgarian  high  school55.  In

Plovdiv again, Tsoukalas and Gerov would meet for a second time. Both ardent patriots

— each of them in his own way — and strongly committed to diverse causes, they would

soon engage in a fierce confrontation.

 

The texts and their strategies

17 Tsoukalas began the confrontation by publishing, in July 1851 in the Constantinople

Bosporus  Telegraph,  an  article  on  the  occasion  of  the  first  public  end-of-year

examinations held in the Bulgarian high school56. The examinations were attended by

the local authorities, attracted many people and it seems they were quite successful.

Their success, as well as the ambition of the new school to become a pan-Bulgarian one

that  could  attract  funds  and  pupils  from  many  Bulgarian-inhabited  regions,

contributed probably to Tsoukalas’ furious reaction : from the outset of his article, he

hastened to stress the rural origin of the new school’s teacher and the pupils,  who

almost all came from outside Plovdiv57.

18 The notions of “civilization” and “language”, the “essence” and mark of a civilization’s

importance, lie at the core of Tsoukalas’ argumentation in this extremely aggressive

article. The new school’s practice of providing language learning through the teaching

of  the  various  sciences  and  of  examining  language  skills  alongside  other  subjects,

directly challenged convictions Tsoukalas received at the Ionian Academy, as we have

seen. For him, « no one could be considered a scientist without the orderly acquisition

of philology ». Philology, he argues, is the bread which supports the heart, whereas the

sciences are « the wine which offers joy to the heart ». « Yet », he concludes, « the one

who drinks with an empty stomach, does not feel joy, but is getting drunk and stupid ». 

19 Tsoukalas’ article is structured around antithetical pairs, which the author presents as

natural and insurmountable. According to Tsoukalas, the Bulgarians and Najden Gerov

could not legitimately aspire to the acquisition of science, since « science is one thing,

craft is  another ».  The  Bulgarians  are,  figuratively  speaking,  « hungry »  and

« destitute », because their language, in which the pupils of the school are taught, is « 

unheard of »,  «  irregular »,  « an unprecedented mixture of  Bulgarian and Slavonic,

containing Greek-fabricated, Latin and Turkish words ». And « since the language is the

mirror of the civilization of a nation », Tsoukalas reaches the main antithesis he wants

to forward : on the one hand there are the « enlightened and wise nations of Europe »,

those who « have an ethically and politically active and endowed language », and on

the other hand the « vulgar » Bulgarians, and « as everybody knows, this nation had
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lain, since its first existence, in ignorance ». Consequently, « the needy must not show

off, but rather seek help ».

20 Making  clear  the  geographical  aspect  of  this  general  antithesis,  Tsoukalas  touches

openly on the issue of social hegemony in the city, which is what is really at stake. On

the one hand there are the « few uncivilized Bulgarian peasants » and their teacher,

coming from the surrounding villages, and on the other the « metropolis » and « big

city »  of  Philippoupolis  and  the  « multitude  of  its  Greek  and  native  Christian

inhabitants ».  Instead  of  showing  off,  the  outsider  Bulgarians  should  first  try  to

improve  their  « formless »  language,  while  for  the  sciences  they  should  attend the

Greek high school, to learn them through the medium of the Greek language, « without

which everything for them is futile ». Having done this, they should return to their

country to teach their compatriots, « leaving the status quo in Plovdiv intact as they

found it ». Compared to Tsoukalas’ native Zante, things are clearly inverted : it is the

Bulgarians here that are the villani, the peasants, while the Greeks are the agents of

civilization.  Moreover,  the  Greek  language  offers  economic  advantages  which

accompany its civilizing qualities : « The Eastern Christian religion is practised in the

Greek language, trade is conducted in this language, all the houses of the Christians are

governed  in  this  language,  and  the  behaviour  of  almost  everybody  is  refined

(σεμνύνεται) through this language »58. 

21 Tsoukalas  calls  forth  the  antithesis  of  civilization  and  barbarity :  the  former  is

presented  in  his  version  as  high  culture  and  civilité achieved  through  language

education and the refinement of manners. The stereotyping he uses in order to make

the Bulgarians appear as the very opposite of this “civilization” constitutes a lucid and

typical example of what Milica Bakić-Hayden, on the basis of the Yugoslav experience

of the late 20th century, defined as “nesting orientalism”59. Confronted with “civilized

Europe”, Tsoukalas’s nationalist discourse produces “its own East”, employing for this

end the “watchword” of the colonizing movements of the West : “civilization”60. More

remarkable  is  nevertheless  the  way  in  which  Tsoukalas,  through this  “civilization”

rhetoric, uses social representations inherited from the times of the quasi-aristocracy

of  the  çelebis,  yet  still  resonant  in  Plovdiv,  restaging  them in  a  new context  of  an

oecumene of nations, recasting them in a national language, i.e. nationally resignifying

them.  The  rigid  fashion  in  which  he  reproduces  these  representations  and  the

extraordinary emphasis he places on the antitheses which sustain them (city/village,

commerce/rural poverty, science/craft) constitute a clear indication and an indirect

admission of social fear from the advancement of new strata with a rural background

that  were  seeking,  in  dynamic  fashion,  political  participation  in  the  affairs  of  the

Orthodox  millet.  They  constitute  at  the  same  time  a  particular  proposal  for  the

management of this fear of integration : as long as the “peasants” advance themselves

and  claim a  right  to  participate  in  “civilization”,  then  the  “civilization”  should  be

further refined and the Greeks should become Hellenes, evoking their ancient glory61. If

the social  fear  is,  figuratively  speaking,  the basso  continuo  of  Tsoukalas’  text,  in  his

concluding remarks  it  becomes the  leading voice :  « The aim of  their  school  is  the

exclusion of the Greek language from Philippoupolis [Plovdiv] and the introduction of

this foreign, formless one ». He continues :  « The sun cannot become a moon, nor a

Hellene a Bulgarian ». Facing the advance of the “barbarian Bulgarian”, the “Greeks

and native Christians” become in the text’s final crescendo “Hellenes”62.
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22 In his lengthy and equally aggressive response to Tsoukalas, published in the Bulgarian

Constantinople newspaper Tsarigradski Vestnik, Gerov takes advantage of and addresses

the fears  of  his  adversary :  « If  in  Plovdiv  there were only  a  few of  these  “vulgar”

Bulgarians, how could they imagine that they could exclude the Greek language ?  »

Despite  some  conciliatory  references  to  the  “unbreakable  bond”  of  the  common

Orthodox religion, a lip service to the official Russian policy at that time, Gerov’s reply

accepts  and affirms the  division between the  two nations,  albeit  in  a  manner  that

challenges  Tsoukalas’  demarcations.  In  what  concerns  these  demarcations,  we

encounter the most interesting point of Gerov’s reply, which otherwise sticks to the

typical contemporary racial conception of the nation. He explicitly argues that neither

religion nor language can be considered safe criteria for the definition of a nation. « All

the Roman Catholics exercise their religious practices in Latin, yet they never thought

of amalgamating into one nation », he writes. « If the nationality of someone changes

when one adopts a foreign language, then the Jews inhabiting Turkey should not be

considered Jews, but Spanish, since they speak Spanish [Ladino].  » Interestingly, these

same arguments  would  be  employed later  by  the  supporters  of  the  Constantinople

Patriarchate  in  their  effort  to  block  the  introduction  of  the  Bulgarian  language  in

church services. What is, nevertheless, crucial at that moment of conflict was Gerov’s

audience  and its  particularities.  His  theory  addresses  and is  clearly  adapted to  the

social realities of Plovdiv and other major urban centers of the Ottoman Balkans, where

socially  ascendant  elements  of  Bulgarian  (or  other)  descent  were  in  the  habit  of

adopting the Greek language. Therefore, he argues that all the inhabitants of Plovdiv

“are Bulgarians,  who adopted Greek as the language in their  homes”.  Behind these

acquired cultural characteristics, even behind the language used at home, there exists,

as an unalterable essence, the common racial origin, which reveals itself primarily in

the names of those Plovdiv citizens who retained their Slavic roots. 

23 Gerov does not fail  to apply also to the Greeks, after the Bulgarians, the normative

juxtaposition between the essential, given, i.e. “racial” traits, on the one hand, and the

acquired, superficial, i.e. “cultural” traits, on the other. Again, like in the case of the

Bulgarians, the acquisition of these “alien” traits is attributed by Gerov to the pursuit

of social status and prestige. The Greeks, he argues, for centuries forgot their ancient

national names, i.e. Γραικός (Greek) and Έλλην (Hellene), and adopted the name Ρωμαίος
(Roman),  which  associated  them  with  the  official  state  and  was  considered  more

prestigious. In the same manner, 19th-century Bulgarians speak Greek not because they

want to be Greeks, but because it is considered more prestigious. Gerov attributes the

existing  confusion  to  the  peasantry,  the  “naive  Bulgarian  people”,  who  cannot

distinguish between a “Greek” and a “Roman” (i.e. an Orthodox Christian) and consider

that whoever speaks Greek is a Greek. Here Gerov clearly distances himself from radical

popular  Bulgarian nationalist  views,  which attack the “graecoman čorbadži”,  i.e. the

Greek  mannered  Bulgarian  notables,  and  tend  to  exclude  them  from  the  national

community63. On the contrary, Gerov develops a supraclass national discourse which

aims at the social integration of the Bulgarian nation under bourgeois hegemony64. 

24 It  is  therefore expected and understandable that Gerov does not dispute Tsoukalas’

value system or refute his dichotomies. On the contrary, he moves along the same axes

(the ideology of progress, de-orientalization and the “civilized Europe” approach, etc.).

In this respect, it is characteristic that he accepts the antithesis of city (civilization) and

village  (ignorance)  but  tries  to  relieve  the  Bulgarians  from  the  stigma  of  being
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peasants. At one point he refers to himself thus : « The teacher of the Bulgarian school

is from the village of Koprivshtitsa only by birth, yet he was educated in a European

school.  Therefore  the  fact  that  he  comes  from  a  village  in  no  way  ridicules  his

profession ».  Contradicting  his  previous  contentions,  the  acquired,  “European”,

education enjoys here a clear primacy over the “native” culture of the Bulgarian village

which has to be refined and elevated to a proper national culture. For this refinement,

however, Gerov deems Tsoukalas’ “Hellenizing” recipe totally inappropriate, rejecting

moreover his educational views as backward and scholastic : « He wants us to become

parrots  and  learn  to  utter  words  without  understanding  their  meaning  …  He  is

suggesting that we should not get into the water before learning to swim »65. Instead,

Gerov defends the use and further cultivation of the Bulgarian language (with the help

of Russian) and refutes the purist views of his adversary : « Any words and knowledge

we cannot draw from our own language, we will not be ashamed to borrow them from

other languages. French has thousands of Greek words and it is considered as one of the

finest languages in the world, while the French have done such progress in science the

Greeks will need much time to do »66. 

25 Between the  lines  of  the  confrontation we have briefly  sketched,  the  target  of  the

dueling intellectuals appears continuously : the audience which has to be won over by

the rival parties/nations-under-formation in their struggle for hegemony in the city of

Plovdiv. The addressees are the “citizens”, the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois strata of

Plovdiv  and  the  other  small  urban  centers  of  the  district  who  aspire  to  social

advancement.  The  two  discourses  represent  two  proposals  of  progress  and

modernization  and  two  alternative  routes  to  national  consciousness67.  The  Greek

monopoly over progress which Tsoukalas invokes is disputed by the alternative model

that Gerov forwards. For the Bulgarians of the city, and the surrounding places, the

model  of  individual  social  advancement  proposed  by  the  “civilizer”  Tsoukalas  is

disputed by the model of the collective national progress proposed by the “reviver”

Gerov. 

 

Receptions of national ideology

26 The confrontation did not conclude with the publication of the two polemical articles.

On the contrary, apart from the sequels published by the same authors in the same

newspapers, the Bulgarian high-school dispute triggered a wider discussion regarding

the two nations and their relations, a discussion with formative significance for the

gradually  crystallizing  rival  nationalist  discourses.  The  opening  of  the  new  school

provoked  the  compilation  of  the  first  history  of  the  city,  the  Historical-geographical

Description of the District of Plovdiv, written by Tsoukalas and published the same year of

the dispute (1851) in Vienna. Apart from repeating the “civilizing” rhetoric analyzed

above, the work dwelled on the city’s ancient history in an attempt to prove its Greek

character, allegedly uninterrupted since antiquity. Of crucial importance for this effort

was the re-introduction of the ancient Greek names of the various localities in the city

and the wider region. The mechanism of dialectical polarization we encountered above

found here another exemplary application : since the “vulgar” Bulgarians were trying

to introduce a Slavic name for the city – “Plovdiv” – the Greeks should archaize the

existing  ones :  in  this  way  the  village  of  Stenimahos  becomes  in  Tsoukalas’  work

Istieomahi and the town of Tatar Pazardžik becomes Vessapara68. 
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27 Tsoukalas’s rebaptizing ventures found soon resonance, as Ikesios Latris, a veteran of

the Greek War of Independence, praised him in the pages of Smyrna’s Amaltheia and

Istanbul’s Bosporus Telegraph for his intellectual activity, baptizing him, in his turn, with

the  archaic  name “Isokalos”69.  Sharing  with  Tsoukalas  the  fascination  with  ancient

names and the construction of an imaginary geography of Greece, Latris went on to

argue that the Bulgarian language was closer to Greek than to Slavonic and that those

who call  themselves Bulgarians were actually fellow brothers of  the Greek nation70.

These improvised “assimilationist” theories were expectedly picked up and refuted by

Gerov in a series of articles in Constantinople Gazette which crystallized his views on the

Bulgarian national language, views which would later evolve into the so-called Plovdiv

linguistic-orthographic  school71.  While  the  same newspaper  was  publishing satirical

articles and verses by Petko R. Slavejkov mocking Tsoukalas, the latter was engaged in

replying both to Gerov and to other treatises “from the vexed Bulgarians” sent from

Romania72. The repercussions of the dispute soon reached Serbia, where the newspaper

Srpske Novine condemned the efforts of the Greek newspapers to cast a stigma on the

Bulgarian people, “aiming to make the Bulgarians feel ashamed for themselves and to

seek to become Greeks, as if this were possible”73. 

28 Plovdiv, Constantinople, Smyrna, Bucharest, Belgrade : with the power of the press, the

vehicle  par  excellence  for  the  dissemination  of  nationalism,  the  conflict  over  the

Bulgarian high School in Plovdiv had assumed in a couple of months wide geographic,

ideological and political dimensions74. Although it would be interesting to follow the

further episodes of this reactive mirroring and mutual formation and transformation of

the two rival nationalist discourses, this task lies beyond the scope and focus of the

present article. The final part of this text will instead focus on Plovdiv local society and

explore  the  reception  by  their  immediate  audiences  of  the  venture  of  the  rival

nationalist intellectuals. 

29 The acuteness  of  the conflict  produced –  immediately  after  the debate entered the

newspapers – a trend towards more rigid demarcation and solidification of the rival

cultural  camps.  The  construction  of  the  “enemy within”  is  a  crucial  and  revealing

moment in this process. Just one week after the publication of his article against the

Bulgarian school, Tsoukalas published a second one, reporting this time on the public

examinations  of  the  Greek  high  school  in  Plovdiv75.  During  these  exams  a  serious

conflict between the schoolmaster and the second schoolteacher broke out, provoked

by the views of the latter who proposed the modernization of the school by shifting the

emphasis  in  the  curriculum  from  the  scholastic  grammatical  instruction  to  the

teaching of the sciences, which was exactly what Gerov advertised as the advantage of

the Bulgarian school. The outcome of the conflict can be clearly seen in the program of

next year’s examinations at the same school : mathematics and experimental physics,

the  fields  of  the  heretic  teacher  fiercely  attacked  by  Tsoukalas,  were  removed76.

Meanwhile, the trustees of the Greek school, Pappadatis and Nemtsoglou, rejected the

proposal of the Greek consul at Adrianople to have the Bulgarian language introduced

to Plovdiv’s  Greek high school  in an effort  to  achieve conciliation and restrain the

momentum the Bulgarian school was gathering. As they declared to the consul, they

could not accept « the ears of the Greek children being violated by the sound of the

barbarian Bulgarian language »77. Despite the existence of different voices, it seems that

the dynamic of the integration conflict favored the prevalence of Tsoukalas’ “purist”,

“archaeo-manic”  and  Slavophobic  views,  the  very  same  views  which  fifteen  years
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earlier had brought him into conflict with Plovdiv’s notables and caused his expulsion

from  the  central  high  school.  These  views  formed  eventually  the  ideological  and

educational platform on which the Greek school network would develop in the Plovdiv

district in subsequent decades78. It was only in the late 19th century that this platform

would  be  challenged  by  Greek  consuls  and  intellectuals,  who,  in  the  face  of  the

difficulties in the dissemination of “Hellenism” in Macedonia, argued that kathareuousa,

the archaic “purified” language, should be replaced as the language of instruction by

the dimotiki, the vernacular Greek idiom, which would be more accessible to the pupils

of  non-Greek ethnic  origin79.  In the middle of  the 19th century,  however,  when the

conflict  with  the  emerging  Bulgarian  national  movement  had  just  broken  out,  the

“instinctive”  social  reaction  of  the  urban  strata  which  identified  their  fates  with

Hellenism was in the direction of the “refinement of civilization” and the most rigid

cultural demarcation.80

30 The  new  commercial  and  professional  diaspora  coming  to  Plovdiv  from  the  Greek

kingdom and the British protectorate in the Ionian Islands contributed decisively to the

prevalence of Tsoukalas’ ideas. The beginnings of this migration can be traced back to

the 1830s ; by the mid-19th century this Diaspora had already a significant footing in

local  society81.  As  we  saw  in  the  case  of  Tsoukalas  himself,  “Hellenism”  was  the

necessary ideological framework for the preferential integration of these newly arrived

bourgeois  into  the  local  elite  circles.  Nevertheless,  the  conjuncture  of  the  years

1846-1852  proved  highly  threatening  for  them.  The  threats  were  coming

simultaneously  from  three  directions :  firstly,  from  the  Ottoman  state,  which  was

turning to the question of “nationality” in an effort to curtail the tax exemptions the

Greeks and Ionians enjoyed as foreign subjects by preventing them from owning real

estate in the empire82 ; secondly, from the Ecumenical Patriarchate which, in trying to

prevent the dissemination of subversive anticlerical ideas, even resorted to measures

such as the prohibition of the employment of foreign subjects in schools and in other

posts within the Orthodox communities83 ;  and finally,  from the Bulgarian notables,

who  capitalized  on  the  aforementioned  reactions  of  the  Ottoman  state  and  the

Patriarchate  against  the  newcomers.  The  « envious  demands  of  the  Bulgarian

notables »,  in  Tsoukalas’  words,  for  the  exclusion  of  the  “foreigners”  from  the

community’s affairs gave a very tangible,  threatening character to the antithesis of

local/newcomer,  an  antithesis  that  acquired  dimensions  commensurate  with  the

intensity of the integration conflict itself. The escalation of the conflict gave rise to a

peculiar  struggle  between  two  kinds  of  “imagined  nativity” :  defending  a  “urban

bourgeois nativity”, the ideologues of the Greek party disdained the Bulgarian rural

incomers, while those of the Bulgarian party defended a “regional nativity” against the

incoming Greek bourgeois from faraway places. In the maelstrom of this struggle and in

face of multiple threats, the cultivation of strong ties to the local Orthodox bourgeois

by  accentuating  “Hellenism”  and  urbanité seemed  the  appropriate  strategy  for  the

bourgeois  Ionian  or  Hellenic  subjects.  In  the  long  run,  the  structure  of the  local

struggles and the emergence of the Bulgarian national movement favored the smooth

integration of what we figuratively could label as the “Greek Orthodox” and “Hellenic”

bourgeoisies, integration which in other cases, such as for example in that of İzmir, was

highly problematic84. 

31 The cultural strategy of the foreign subjects and the local notables who took sides with

the Greek party, expressed in the persistent emphasis they placed on their “Hellenism”,

was compatible with their political  orientations and congruent with the established
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manners of the “polite” society of Plovdiv. As regards the relation between cultural

choices and political affiliation, things were much more complex and contradictory for

the notables of the Bulgarian party85. While the Bulgarian notables — some of whom, we

should  note,  enjoyed  Greek  diplomatic  protection  — opted  for  an  uncompromising

break with “Hellenism” as a political project, they were not ready and willing to the

same degree to stop using Greek — a symbol of social superiority — in their everyday

practices. To mention just a couple of examples from among many : as late as the 1860s

the leaders of the Bulgarian party of Plovdiv, Georgi Stojanovich Chaloglou and Stojan

Chomakov, corresponded to one another exclusively in Greek86. Besides, as the Sǎvetnik

newspaper  reported  in  1863,  the  notables  of  the  Bulgarian  party  in  neighboring

Pazardžik decided in a meeting that they would abandon « the blameworthy habit of

speaking with their children in Greek »87. Still, when she arrived in Plovdiv in 1866 to

take over the city’s Bulgarian female school, a niece of Gerov’s, Rada Kirkovič, recorded

in detail the persistence of this “blameworthy” habit in the houses of almost all of the

notables of the Bulgarian party88.

32 These trends and attitudes were even more manifest in the case of the education, or,

more precisely, the “manners and etiquette instruction” of their female children. The

rival  national  educational  programs  developed  in  a  period  when  local  society  still

considered the Greek education of the female members of the bourgeois families as a

sine  qua  non  for  a  good  marriage  and  a  symbol  of  the  social  hegemony  of  the

community’s  “aristocratically  mannered”  ruling  circles.  In  contrast  to  the  Greek

approach to female education, which had been flourishing in Plovdiv since 1851, its

Bulgarian counterpart developed after considerable delay and many problems89.  The

first Bulgarian female school opened in the city in 1865, thanks to a donation from

Georgi Stoyanovich Chaloglu, who later accused the trustees of having used his bequest

for other needs of the Bulgarian community90. Moreover, Greek textbooks were used in

the beginning by  the  schoolteacher,  Elisaveta  Maneva,  herself  an admirer  of  Greek

culture91. Only after long struggle did the new teacher, Rada Kirkovič, manage to have

Greek excluded from the school92. Still, as late as 1872 Petko Slaveykov’s Macedonia was

deploring the weak commitment of the Bulgarian notable ladies to the national cause

and their continuing use of Greek as a domestic language93. 

33 The linguistic habits of the Bulgarian notables and the belated, faint and problematic

development of  Bulgarian female education in Plovdiv testify  to the persistence,  in

their case, of the class signification of cultural choices that were premodern in origin.

To put it in other words, they suggest an incomplete transition from “stratum culture”

to national culture and point to the resistances and deeper contradictions inherent in

the resignifying venture of the nationalist intellectuals. Soon, the “Greek” manners of

the Bulgarian bourgeoisie attracted the fierce criticism of the emerging new generation

of radical Bulgarian nationalists. Here is one illustrative example, an extract from a

piece  of  correspondence  from  Plovdiv,  published  in  the  Nezavisimost newspaper  in

1874 : 

I am obliged to tell you also that the great part of our [Bulgarian] notables here are

Greek or Grecoman in their souls and that their struggle with the local Greeks has

only occurred for a piece of bread. Tsoko Kableshkov is Bulgarian only in the street,

Todoraki Iskrov is a Bulgarian patriot only in the coffee-house, Ioakeim Gruev is a

Bulgarian patriot only when he is dreaming, and Dr. Rashko is Bulgarian only when

it comes to the payment of his bloody visits. Not even in one of these houses is

Bulgarian spoken. No one of the wives of these prime Bulgarian patriots allows her

children to call themselves Bulgarians. Finally, for none of the children of these
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great  Bulgarian  patriots  can  it  be  said  that  they  are  pure  Bulgarians,  with  the

exception of one of the sons of Tsoko Kableshkov.94

34 As it is evident from a series of similar testimonies, the need of the Bulgarian male and

female bourgeois of Plovdiv to distinguish themselves from their compatriots moving

to the city from the villages and forming in a large part the city’s proto-proletariat

contradicted their need to ensure the political mobilization and support of these strata

in the intra-communal struggle for hegemony in the city and region of Plovdiv. As a

more  radical  social  opposition  within  the  Bulgarian  movement  developed,  this

contradiction became more and more acute, posing a danger for the hegemony of the

young Bulgarian bourgeoisie within the emerging Bulgarian national community. 

35 If the concurrence of politics and culture long remainеd incomplete and problematic in

the case of the notables of the Bulgarian party, we could presume that the same applies

much more to a large part of the bourgeois and petty-bourgeois inhabitants of the city

which oscillated politically between the two national parties. Even as late as the late

1860s,  a  period marked by the definitive political  rupture in the city’s  once united

Orthodox community,  Konstantin Moravenov provides valuable information for this

political oscillation. In his Memorial for the Christian population of Plovdiv, this sensitive

and well-informed writer,  who was a  contemporary activist  of  the Bulgarian party,

attempted  to  classify  the  city’s  population  using  national  and  political  criteria.  He

nevertheless  records,  not  without  discomfort,  several  cases  of  people  who had not

openly taken sides with either of the parties. He noticed that « Fr Stephan’s son-in-law,

who  is  from  the  village  Goljamo  Konare,  at  times  presents  himself  as  a  Gudila [a

pejorative label for people of Bulgarian descent who supported the Greek party], and at

times as a Bulgarian, according to his interests »95. In addition, the « Hadzhi Ivan’s sons

from Koprifshtitsa are neither pure Bulgarians, nor Gudilas, yet they rather tend to the

latter ».  Moreover,  the  « nationality  of  cauldron  maker  Hadzhi  Slavi  is  not  certain

because when he is with the Bulgarians he does not denounce his nationality. He seems,

though,  to  be  taking  sides  with  the  Greek  party ».  Moravenov  also  remarked  that

« Hristo  Kujumdzhi  seems  to  be  a  Vlach,  but  he  frequents  the  Bulgarian  church ».

Others seemed to be neither : « The aba cloth maker Petko Izmirli’s son, although he is

a  Bulgarian,  is  afraid to  declare  it :  he  is  a  senseless  body,  who neither  appears  as

Bulgarian nor as a Gudila ». And some who said they were Bulgarians never entered the

Bulgarian church : « When they are asked “What are you”, aba maker Voulko’s sons

reply “Bulgarians”, yet they don’t step in our church where the Bulgarian language is

used ». Finally when replying to the question whether he was “Bulgarian or Greek”,

Stoil, the cotton garment maker used the title of the archbishop of Plovdiv : « I am of

Thrace  and  Dragovitia »96.  Given  the  fluid  political  and  social  circumstances  of  the

1850s and 1860s, these cases suggest that, for the ethnically mixed urban population of

Plovdiv,  opting  for  the  one  or  the  other  party  was  not  the  outcome  of  a  given

“essential” cultural identity but rather the opposite : their cultural choices appear to be

correlated to social and economic ties, to the fluctuations in the political influence of

the  rival  parties,  and  to  the  dangers  and  predictions  of  the  final  outcome  of  the

struggle. The road towards “national crystallization” was not at all even and linear, as

the nationalist ideologues would have preferred. On the contrary, it was a dramatic

course  full  of  drawbacks  and  ambiguities,  a  course  during  which  the  events  and

conflicts of political and social life gradually shaped the national ideology, turning it

into a lived experience.
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36 Concluding,  we may argue that  the Plovdiv  School  dispute  of  1851 functioned as  a

catalyst of the integration conflict incubated in local society during the early Tanzimat

period.  It  articulated smoldering contradictions and had in the long run a  decisive

impact in their reproduction and consolidation. In choosing to promote rupture, the

ideologues and leaders of the Greek party had a degree of success in consolidating the

cultural influence of “Hellenism” among the city’s urban population97. Simultaneously

though, this “aristocratic reaction” inherent in the venture of national resignification

of social symbolic distinctions of the past, the “class burden”, figuratively speaking, “of

Hellenism”,  drastically  undermined  the  ties  of  the  “Hellenized”  bourgeois  with

Plovdiv’s hinterland and rural population arriving into the city. Under the weight of

these developments, the local “Hellenized” bourgeois tended to rally around the Greek

immigrants, turning themselves into a diaspora that made increasing references to the

Greek nation-state.  On the Bulgarian side  of  the  breach,  however,  things  were  less

monolithic,  as the emergence of  an eventually victorious and fully fledged national

community rendered the definition and management of national culture and identity a

matter of ongoing social and political contestation. 
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RÉSUMÉS

Although the formation of  national  communities  involves  in  many cases  the use  of  outright

arbitrary inventions, “community” quite often results out of the reframing and resignification of
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premodern symbols and practices with deep roots in societies undergoing the nation-formation

process.  This  resignification  may  be  carried  out  more  or  less  smoothly,  depending  on  the

conflicts  and  frictions  generated  by  regional  and  social  integration  processes.  The  paper

examines  the  social  prehistory  and analyses  the  structure  and receptions  of  the  first  public

confrontation  between  the  Greek  and  Bulgarian  nationalist  discourses,  triggered  by  the

foundation of the first Bulgarian high school in the city of Plovdiv in 1850. It is argued that this

prototype  nationalist  discursive  clash,  centered  on  the  concepts  of  “civilization”  and

“refinement”  and  resonating  premodern  sociocultural  practices  and  distinctions,  can  be

meaningfully understood as an outcome and catalyst of a regional and social integration conflict. 
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